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AN EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE THE GRAVITATIONAL FORCE
ON THE i!NTIPROTON

Ronald E. Brown
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

A collaboration has been formed to measure the
acceleration of antiprotons in the earth’s gravitatioilal
field. The technique is to produce, decelerate~ and trap
quantities of antiprotons, t~ cool them to ultralow
energy, and to measure their acceleration in a
time-of-flight experiment. Present plans and the results
of initial efforts toward this end are pzesented.

INTRODUCTION

The recent discussion by Goldman and Nietol of the value
of performing experiments to determine the effect of the
earth’s gravitational field on antimatter has stimulated
the formation of a collaboration, listed in Table I, to
measure the gravitational acceleration of antiprotons.
Some of the ideas involved in this measurement already
have been put forth by Hynes.2 The free particles whose
gravitational properties have been observed are photons,3
electrons,’ neutrons,5 and atoms.6 No experiment&1 test of
the gravitational interactiorl of antimatter with either
matter or antimatter has ever been made.

Modern work on quantum gravitational theory does
suggest that the equivalence principle embodied in general
relativity may be violated to some extent, and in
particular that antimatter may be affected differently
from matter by the earth’s “xravity. As Wigner has poil~ted
Outt’ the fact thnt genezal relativity requires ~:he
specif~cation of world lines places itl ab initio, in
conflict with quantum theory, in which particles do net
follow defir,ite trajectories; therefore, it is not
surprising that gr~vity quantization procedures can
generate violation:z of the equivalence principle.
Theories in which attempts are made to unify gravity with
the other known interactions predict deviations from the
inver8e square law,e-]~ In fact, recent work In
geophysics12 shows evidence13 cf a repulsive Yukawa
component in the earth’s gravitational potential in
addition to the USU81 i.nver8e square term, and a
reanalysi813 of the oriqinal EL5tv(5sdata~’ claims also to

see such an effect. At present, experiments)s indicate the
possibility of such ar anomalous component with a range
somewhere between 5 m and 10 km. Theor~eg based on local
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Table I. The collaboration.

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIV. NASA/AMES RESEARCH CENTER
R. M. Thaler F. C. Witteborn

CERN RICE UNIVERSITY
M. Weiss B. E. Bonner

KENT STATE UNIV.
P. C. Tandy

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LAB.
J. M. Billen
R. E. Brown
L. J. Campbell
K. R. Cxandall
T. Goldman
D. B. Holtkamp
M. H. Holzscheiter
S. D. Howe
R. J. Hughes
M. V. Hynes
N. ,7armie
N. S. P. Ki.nq
M. M. Nieto
A. Picklesimer
W. Saylor
E. R. Siciliano
J. E. Stovall
T. P. Wangler

TEXAS A&M UNIV.
D. A. Church
D. J. Ernst
A. L, Ford
R. A. Kenefick
J. Reading

UNIV. DI GENOVA
V. Lagomarsino
G. Manuzio

UNIV. DI PISA
N. Beverini
L. Sracci
G. Torelli

supersymmetry generate such components I0,11,16t17 through
mediat~on by spin-l (vector), and sometimes also spin-O
(scalar), partners of the graviton. Furthermore, in these
theories this “short runge” interaction is baryon-number
dependent, thus violating the equivalence principle. For
example? the vector ?omponer)t would repel n proton from
the earth, but attract an antiproton. Note how different
these concepts are from earlier “antigravity” ideas.l”

In a new analysis of this situation? Goldman, H,]ghes~
and Nleto]9 invoke both the scalar and ve~tor parrners of
the gravition to show how it could be pussibl~ for the
&nomalous component in the earth’s gravitational potential
to be quite iarge fcr antimatter, even though it.p~oduces)3
effects of only abc~ut one part in 108 for matter. This
arises because of e,proposed strong cancellation between
the scalar and vector terms for mdtter, whereas for
~ntimatter the vector conlponentchanges sign, allowil)gthe
anomalous terms to add. Independent of such theoretical
considerations, however, an experimental determination of
the gravitational acceler,tt~onof antimatter is important
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because it is a new, fundamental test of the equivalence
principle in a matter-antimatter context.

The experimental approach will employ a time-of-flight
method and will, in part, use exteilsionsof the techniques
pioneered by Witteborn and Fairbank4 in their measurement
of the gravitational acceleration of the electron. The
fact that they were able to carry out such a difficult
experiment by reducing stray electr~c fields down to the
10-11 V/m range bodes well for the antiprot.onmeasurement.
There are cWo main advantages that the antiproton
experiment has over the electron experiment: (1) because
the mass of the antiproton is 1836 times that of the
electron, we can tolerate stray electric fields at 6 level
three orders of magnitude laxger than iii the electron
experiment, and (2) because of the existence of the H-
ionl we are able to make an accurate comparison
measurement instead of a less accurate absolute one. Of
course a source of low velocity antiprotons is much more
difficult to achieve than an electron source.

Details of the experimental approach are given below.
Basically, it involves obtaining antiprotons from the Low
Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at the CERN laboratory, and,
after a series of deceleration, tra~ping, and cooling
stages, finally obtaining ultralow-energy, trapped
antiprotons in a configuration where they can be launched
upward intc a l-m long, cylindrical conducting drift t’lbe
containing an axial, guiding magnetic field. The particle
flight time over the l-m path would then be measured.

THE SLOWING AND TRAPPING OF ANTIPROTONS

The LEAR facility will be able to supply antlprotons at
an energy somewhere between 2 and 5 MeV. In order to
perform the gravity experiment, the antiprotons wiil have
to be lowered in energy to about 10-q eV (=10 K OJ) a
temperature gcale) . This wiil be accomplished by 8
sequence of deceleration stages: (1) deceleration to about
100 keV using a radiofreql]ency quadruple (RF(2), (2)
subsequent deceleration to 20 keV in a~ energy shiftsr
cavityl (3) furLher dectlcration electrostatically to a
iew keV in the presence of a stron9 (-6 T) axial m@9netic
field, (4) trapping and final cooling in a sequence c~f
possibly three Penning traps .?” These stages are
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Stage (3) Wj.il be
carried out at the entrance to the first P@nning trap.

The concept of the NrQ particle accelerator was
originally proposed in the Soviet Union.z] ?;~eLos Alamos
Nationc] Laboratory has taken a leading role in the
development of RFQ structures for the solution to the
low-velocity problems that arise in many accelerator
designs,22 A design study of the use of the hFQ as N
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Fig. 1, Schematic view of the deceleration and
gravity-measurement apparatus, indicating major
equipment items.

decelerator has been given by J. H. 13illen et al.23
In Fig. 2 is shown a schematic vi.e’~of an Rl?Q
resonator. Transverse currents provide alternating
polarities on the poles, zesulting in a transverse
electric quadruple field. This field produces
focusir]g in one transverse plane and defocusing in
the other, The fields reverse direction one half an
rf period later to produce a net strong focus irlg
effeet . As shown in Fig. 2, the pole tips are
machined with an oscillatory variation in radius to
pr~duce longitudinal. accelerating (or decelerating)
fie~ds as well as transverse focusing fields. The
strcng focusing ~.nan RE’Q permits t:he prese~vation
of ~ood beam quality during acceleration or
dece’.erati@n, The RFQ frequently offers the
advantage of reduced size over an electrostatic
system. For the present applicatiorlwe envisage an
RFQ length of a few meters.

The sequence of ion traps shown in Fig. 1 con:~ists
20 In such traps, particleof so called Penninc[traps.

confinement is ach~,eved by a combination of static
electric and magnetic fields, with t~,e electric
field being that of an axially symmetric quadrupolc,
the magnetic field being unifcrm and in the axial
directio;~, and the axis of symmetry being the beam
direction, The first trap, the beam catchinq trap,
is elongated and provides electrostatic deceleration



Fig. 2. Schematic sectional view of an RFQ
resonator. Note the sinusoidal-like variation of
the pole surfaces.

at its beam-entrance (bottom) electrode. Its purpose is
to catch the SO-cm-long burst of 20-keV antiprotons
produced by the RFQ deceleration system and to lower
(cool) the particle energy to around 20 eV. During the
cooling process the linear extent of the trapped
antiproton bunch is reduced from its initial value of
about 8 cm to about 2 cm. Further cooling in such a large
trap becomes quite inefficient, and therefore. at this
point the bunch is transferred to the second trap~ the
storage sx]d cooling trap. This trap i!3 precisely
constructed for effici:nt cooling at low energies and wil’.
cool the particles down to the 1O-K region, The third
trap, the launching trap, will accept a relatively few
number (100 or so) of ant.iprotunsfrom the second trap and
will :elease them into the drift tube toward a particle
detector irl order to perform the time-of-flight
measurement . Vacuum requirements and the details of
trapping, cooling, intertrap transfer,/and launching are
discussed by M, H. Holzscheiter in an accompanying paper.74



THE GRAVITY EXPERIMENT

The proposed experiment is basically a new version of
the Edtvds14 experiment, wherein we compare the
acceleration of antimatter in the earth’s gravitational
field to that of matter. Specifically, we will compare
the gravitational acceleration of the antiproton to that
of the H- ion. The H- ion has a motion in electromagnetic
fields quite similar to that of the antiproton, and
therefore its use will allow a precise comparison to be
made ? even though we will not be able to eliminate
completely all such stray fields. A detector (possibly a
microchannel plate) at the top of the drift tube will be
used to detect the arrival time of the antirrotons and the
H- ions . The experiment will be carried out by launching
bunches of very low energy particles upward into a drift
tube of length L of approximately 1 m and determining the
particle cutoff time (2L/g)i’2 (about 0.45 see). A
comparison can then be made of the cutoff times for
alternate runsl in reasonably clo~e time sequence? in
which antiprotons and then H- ions are Launched. For this
technique to be feasible, the launched antiprotons and !i-
ions must be at a low enough energy so that the
time-of-flight spectrum has e. sufficient numer of
particles near the cutoff vciocity (2gL)i’2. This implies
that the antiproton and H-’energies must be measured by
“temperatures of the order of 10 K or lower. A computer
.mulation,25 assuming the launched particles to have a

.;axwell-Boltzmann axial velocity distribution at a
temperature of 10 K? shows that about 1~’ particles would
have to be launched to achieve a statistical accuracy of
0.5%. A considerable number of run sequences of this type
should be possible with the antiproton intensities
available at LEAR.

The experimental scheme presently envisaged is as
follows. The measurement process starts with the
extraction of one macrobunch of antiprotons produced by
the 8th harmonic buncher in LEAR. The actual energy of
this bunch is not yet certain, but it will be somewhere in
the range 2 to 5 MeV and will contain about 10° pa:ticles.
The beam will then proceed into a matching section (termed
buncher in Fig. 1) to impose a microstructure acceptable
to the RFQ decelerator. If the actual beam energy from
LEAR is closer to ‘~ MeV than tc 2 MeV~ an additional
energy shifter cavity will be necessary at the output of
the RFQ to lower the beam energy to about 20 keV. The
antiproton bunch will then propagate to the beam catching
trap, andp AS mentioned above and detailed by
Holzscheitertg4 will be subjected to a sequence of abrupt
launchings oi about 100~ 1O-K antip.rotons at a time into
the drift tube.

ll?though ~he concept of a time-of-flight measurement of



the antiproton’s gravitational acceleration in the earth’s
field is simple, the actual carrying out of the experiment
is fraught with engineering difficulties and other
pitfalls. Here we discuss the problems associated with
the fact that, unless extreme care is taken, the electric
and magnetic forces on the antiproton can wreak havoc with
the experiment. This becomes clear when one realizes that
“1n electric field of 10-7 Vim or a magnetic field
gradient2G of about one part in 104 per meter will give a
force on the antiproton equal to that given by the earth’s
gravity. In the pioneering experiment of Witteborn and
Fairbankq on the gravitational acceleration of the
electron~ it was demonstrated that, with some cffort~
stray elect.ic fields zan be controlled at the ivvel of
about 10-’11V/m. The technique is to employ an accurately
fabricated, cylinazical, conducting dr<.fttube operated at
liquid-helium temperature and liav’zg a uniform axial
magnetic field to keep the particle motion close to the
axis ot symmetry. We mention again that the antiproton
experiment has the advantages that the antiproton mass
causes the stray electric field problem to be considerably
less than in the electron experiment, and that a
“calibration” particlel the H- ion? exists.

We now discuss various souzces of systematic errors
arising from electric and magnetic effects. These are
listed in Table II, and most of them have been discussed
explicitly by Wittebcrn and Fairbank.4

Table II. Sources of systematic errors.

1. End effects 7. Magnetic field uniformity
2. The patch effect 8. Alignment and tube uniformity
3. Thompscn emf 9. Off-axis orbits
4. Electron sag 10. Collisions with residual gas
5. Lattice sag 11. Neighbor interactions
6. Thermal fluctuations

(1) End effects - In practice, the regions near the
ends of the drift tube may be at different potentials from
the tube itself. Contact potentials can contribute to
this effect, but more significant contributions come from
the particle detector and the launching ion trap.
Shieldiilg grids can h~lp alleviate this effect! but more
importantly, the effect will cancel to high order in the
comparison bet.weer the sntiproton and the H- ion. This
latter statement is also true for the other items of Table
11 and will not be reiterated in the following dis~ussicm.

(2) The patch effect – Unfortunately, the surface of
even the best of conductors is not at a uniform potentii~l.
‘I’his ~s because it consists cf many crystal faces



(patcl.es)that can have differing work funct.ions .2’ The
rms field produced by a random patch distribution on t}e
surface of a drift tube fabricated from a typical
conductor is expected to be several orders of magnitude
larger than the gravitational equivalent.2* However,
special production techniques to produce an amorphous
interior surface are expected to reduce this field
significantly. Furthermore, it has been discovered* that

-~z V/m level atthe patch effect is masked to the 10
liquid-helium temperatures, possibly due to the presence
of a suggested2e surface electron layer at these low

temperatures.
(3) Thompson emf - A temperature gradient along the

length of the drift tube will cause a potential variation.
The Thompson coefficient for metals is usually a few ~V/K,
resulting in a requirement that the temperature difference
over the length of the drift tube be less than a few times
10-2 K. Immersing the entire tube in liquid heliw cannot
accomplish this, because the variation of liquid helium
boiling point with pressure29 would cause a gradient of
about 0.3 K/m. However, it is possible 4 to reduce the
gradient to <lO-s K/m by having the tube in contact with
the helium bath at only one location.

(4) Electron sag - This was the limiting effect in the
electron experlment4. Schiff and Barnhi1130 pointed out
that the effect of gravity on the Fermi gas of electrons
in the metallic drift tube would produce an electric field
of strength mg/e=5.6X10-11V/m in the tube so as to exactly
cancel the expected Gravitational force on the electron.
In factr Witteborn and Fairbank4 did find that the net
acceleration of the electrons in their drift tube was
consistent with ze=o. In our experiment this effect will
be at t-he fi’:epa~~s in 104 level because of the larger
mass of the antiproton.

(5) Lattice sag - A vertically oriented drift tube will
undergo a differential compression of the positive-ion
lattice because each cross-sectional element of the tube
must support tl,e overlying weight. Dessler et aJ.31
estimated that this redistribution of the positive ions
should result in an electric field in the drift tube three
to four orders of magnitude larger than that given by the
electron sag. Yet, such a strong field was not observed
in the electron experiment.4 Lockhart, Witteborn, and
Fairbank28 otudied the strength of the ambient field in the
drift tube as a function of its temperature. They
observed fLeld strengths in the 10-6 to 10-7 V/m range as
the tube temperature was decreased from 300 K toward 4.2
K, with the field plummeting into the 10-11range below 4.5
K. Attempl;s to explain this effect generally have been
unsatisfactory. We will be able to study the pxoblem in
our preliminary testing with H- ions.

(6) Thermal flu~t~]ations– The rms field in the drift



tube caused by thermal fluctuations was calculated by
Maris32 and found to be small enough to be ignored in
gravity experiments of the type under discussion.

(7) Magnetic field uniformity - It was mentioned above
that the solencidal guiding field in a l-m drift tube must
be uniform to one part in 104 in order to control
vertically directed magnetic forces on the antiproton to a
sufficiently low level. Uniformities at least twice as
good as this good are readily available in commercial
superconducting solenoid magnets.33

(8) Alignment and tube uniformity – A chargcclparticle
moving precisely along the axis of a perfectly fabricated
conducting cylinder will. experience ~o force from its
image charge distribution. However, if there is some
misalignment of the magnetic &xis with the tube axis, or
if the tube wall is nonuniformly constructed, the particle
will find itself in an electric field tending to pull it
radially toward tke wall. Of course, the guiding magnetic
field will resist this radial motion; however, two effects
should be considered. The particle, being in crossed
electric and magnetic fields, will develop, via magnetron
motion, an orbital magnetic moment that can interact with
any magnetic field gradients present, and in addition, a
vertical component of the im:4ge field could act on the
particle. A scaling of the calculations presented by
Witteborn and Fairbank4 indicates that these effects can
be held well within bounds with standard fabrication and
alignment techniques.

(9) Off-axis orbits - If the antiproton is not launch.
directly along the drift tube axis, the crossed-field
effect again results in the development of an orbital
magnetic moment. An estimate as in item (8) shows that
this effect is not at all severe. Even allowing for
relatively large magnetic gradients, the particle
trajectory could be off-axis by a significant fraction of
the tube’s diameter without causing a problem.

(10) Collisions with residual gas - The background gas
density in the drift tube must be low enough so that
collisions with antiprotcns would be unlikely to cause
energy transfers of the order of 10-7 eV or more. The
interaction of greatest. importance in a cryogenic sy~tein
such as we envisage is the mtiproton’s attraction to the
induced dipole moment of the helium atom. Following the
calculation presented by Witteborn and Fairbank,4 we
con(nludethat the pressure in the drift tube must be less
than 10-9 Torr. This pressure is far greater than is
readily achievable in cryogenic systems~ a~d furthermore
is several orders of magnitude larger than needed to keep
the antiproton a~nihilation rate at an acceptable level.24

(11) Neighbor interactions - The gravitational force
acting on an antiproton at the earth’s surface is equal in
magnitude to the electrostatic force in vacuo between two
i3ntiprotons 12 cm apart. HowevPr, in the conducting drift
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tube the antiprotons are. partially shielded from each
other. One finds that the effect is small compared to
gravity if the antiprotons are separated ‘~ytwo to three
times the tube’s radius, or more; thus, the narrower the
tube, the better the shielding. This effect can be
studied in our preliminary tests with H- ions.

PRESENT STATUS

At the Ion Beam Facility (IBF) of the Los Alamos
National Laboratory we have constructed a test beam line
to begin developing the apparatus for and investigating
the problems associated with the antiproton gravity
experiment . The beam line is similar to the diagram of
Fig. 3, except that the RFQ extension is not present.
Figure 4 shows photographs of the arrangement during
construction. In the bottom photograph [Fig. 4(a)] the
beam enters from the lower left and passes through a
series i>f valves, cold traps, four-way slits, pumps,
magnetic steerers, and electrostatic lenses (see also Fig.
3). It js then turned into the vertical direction by the
90” magnet mounted in the large vertical support stand at
the center of the photograph. Above the magnet an ion
pump and other ultrahigh vacuum elements await the
assembly containing the solenoid magnet, ion trap, and
drift tube shown in ths top photograph [Fig. 4(b)].

GRAVITY
3okv EXPERIMENT

~=,FRoM I

Fig. 3. Diagram emphasizing the low-energy beam
transport. The layout is a plan view except for the
vertical line between tile 90” magn(~t and ion trap,
which is a side view,



{b)

(a)

Fig. 4. (a) Photograph during construction of the
now completed test beam liIle, (b! The solenoid
magnet, iorltrap and drift tube assembly ready to be
install[!dat:the top of t:~l’sllpi)ortfital)d. Only the
~C)ttOIII Ont? t~ir(~ r)f the Crycx]t:)li(; (iewiiri:;v.isibl~,
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In developing the test line, we used experience gained
and some equipment from an earlier low-energy nuclear
physics experiment.34 In particular, ion production is
carried out with a variable voltage system (up to 120 kV)
capable of accelerating either positive or negative
species. We are currently using H- beams. Our ongoing
tests with the present apparatus will allow us to study
vacuum isolation and bakeout procedures, ultimate vacuum
capability with a room-temperature ion trap, trap pulsing
to capture protons or H- ions, the features needed in
subsequent trap designs, and the characteristics desired
for a more portable p/H- source to be Eaken to LEAR. In a
later phase of testing we will be able to use this system
to test a variety of drift-tube designs to determi~letheir
stray-field isolation capabilities and their suitability
for use in the gravity experiment. The present drift tube
is simply a commercial stainless steel tube with no
special care taken in its fabrication, and the present
solenoidal magnet surrounds only the trap region and does
not extend the length of the tube.

In our initial tests we have run H- beams of 5 to 20
keV energy and have obtained beam currents of 3 to 12 MA
through the trap’s 3-mm diameter apertures, the current
being measured at the top of the drift tube with the
superconducting solenoid magnet energized to 6 T. The
present pressure in the trap regicn is about 2X10-9 Torr~
which should allow a captured-ion lifetime sufficiently
long to demonstrate trapping. The planned demonstration
technique is to run the beam into the trap with enough
voltage on its upper end cap to repel the beam, and then
to pulse the lower cap to sufficient voltage to trap the
ions. Several hundred msec later the voltage on the upper
cap will be dropped to release the ions upward to be
detected in a microchannel plate at the top of the drift
tube.

CONCLUSION

Development of a difficult, but feasible, experiment is
underway by the collaboration of Table I to measure the
gravitational acceleration of the antiproton in the
earth’s field. No measurement of the gravitational
interaction between rnat.terand antimatter has ever been
carried o’.tt. Current attempts to unify gravity with the
other forces of nature indicate the possibility that the
matter-antimatter interaction could show significant
gravitational anomalies. A test system for this
experiment has been assembled at the Los Alamos NatiGnal
Laboratory and development of the apparatus and techniques
is in progress.
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